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2and measure this register [18]. However, before applying
this transform we shall re-write Eq. (4). First we replace









where k sums over the dimensionality of the target sys-
tem. Hence the state j	
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It is now not hard to show that taking the quantum

















































As we will see shortly, it is helpful to note that
jf(!
k





2 [0;M ) and j 2 Z
M
. A plot of jf(!
k
; j)j is
shown in Fig. 1 where M = 16 and j has been set to 5.
Finally, measuring the index register will, with high
probability, yield an approximate eigenvector. To under-
stand this, let us begin by looking at the most simplied























If we add the assumption that no two values of k give
the same !
k
(i.e. we have no degeneracy [19]) then upon













FIG. 1: A plot of jf j as a function of !
k
, with M = 16 and
j = 5.










, and leave the target
system in the eigenstate j
k
i.
Removing the assumption of zero degeneracy, measur-
ing the index register still allows us to obtain some eigen-
value e
2ij=M

















= fk : !
k











Finally, we shall remove the assumption that the !
k
must be elements of Z
M
. The probability P (j), of mea-




















Having measured the index register to be in some state


































In order to gain some useful information fromEqs. (15)
and (16), let us assume that our initial target system
state j i is an approximate eigenstate of j
q













will be some real number between
0 and M , we dene b!
q





e to be the nearest m-bit integer
greater than !
q
, where modulo M has been assumed.
























































Hence, with probability greater than 0:8p we will obtain
an approximate eigenvalue associated with j
q
i which
diers in phase from the actual eigenvalue by less than
2=2
m
. Thus, if p is reasonably large, we have a high
probability of nding the best estimate of the eigenvalue.
However, as we shall see, large p does not imply that we
will improve on the approximate eigenstate.





] denotes the closest m-bit integer to !
q
.







> 0:4.) The key question that we wish
to address in this paper is: has our initial approximate







, we are eec-
tively asking what bounds can be placed on p
0
? For an
arbitrary U it is obvious that the upper bound of p
0
= 1
can be obtained by setting j i = j
q
i. We now inves-
tigate the lower bound by dividing the eigenstates into
three disjoint sets,
Q = fqg;




]j  1g and (19)









































































where  = jf(1:5; 0)j
2






0:045. However for our analysis it is suÆcient to note that


























. Fig. 2 contains a plot of this lower







various values of p. The circles indicate the points at
which the minimum of p
0
equals p. Thus, we see that by































FIG. 2: The lower bound on p
0







= 0:6 and various values of p. The circles in-
dicate the points at which the minimum of p
0
equals p.
endeavoring to make G as small as possible, we increase
the amplitude of j
q
i. For a given U and j i, G can be
made arbitrarily small by increasing m. However, we are
interested in the performance of the algorithm for small
values of m. We shall now look at G's dependence on
U and j i by attempting to create eigenvectors for both
the number and displacement operator in a ion trap.
III. AN IONTRAP IMPLEMENTATION
We rst derive the Hamiltonian for (U ), where U is
the evolution operator associated with the number op-
erator, and investigate the phase estimation algorithm's
performance for various initial states. We then derive the
Hamiltonian for the more complicated case of U being
the displacement operator. For both of these examples
the index register will be two electronic levels of m ions
in a linear ion trap, and the target system will be the
center-of-mass (CM) vibrational mode of the ions.
4A. The Number Operator










and a are the creation and annihilation opera-
tors. Ignoring the over-all phase contribution of the zero
energy state, the unitary operator we will rst be ana-
lyzing is





In this case, (U ) is given by































(j0ih0j  j1ih1j)=2. This Hamiltonian can be obtained for
interaction times greater than the period of the CM vi-
brational mode by applying a set of far-detuned standing
wave pulses to the ion [15].
We begin our analysis by initializing the CM mode in
some phonon number state jni [16], and setting !t =
2(1   1=M ). It is important to note that we are as-
suming that all the higher vibrational modes are in the
vacuum state. Assuming no errors, applying the phase
estimation algorithm results in the index register being
measured in the state jn modM i and the target system
is left unchanged. If we now let !t be some arbitrary
value, applying the algorithm will leave the target sys-
tem unchanged, and the index system will be measured


















Let us consider the more interesting situation where
the target system is initialized in some coherent state
ji. We can utilize the phase estimation algorithm to
transform the state of the target system into an approx-
imation to a Fock state.
For example, suppose we use four index qubits, !t = 1
and we choose to approximate the Fock state jn = 9i by
using the coherent state j = 3i. In this example we per-
haps might think that j = 3i is not a good approximate
state because p  0:13 however the fact that G < 0:035
indicates the algorithm should work well. Applying the
algorithm and measuring the index register in the state
j9i, we obtain p
0
 0:93. The initial and nal target state
for this scenario is shown in Fig. 3.













































FIG. 3: Fock state distributions for the target system initially
in a coherent state with  = 3, and the state of the system
after applying the phase estimation algorithm and measuring
the four index qubits.
Having shown that the phase estimation algorithm can
be used to generate Fock states from coherent states, we
now attempt to generate eigenstates of the displacement
operator.
B. The Displacement Operator
The displacement operator applied to the CM vibra-






































It has already been shown [17] that conditional displace-
ment operations such as the Hamiltonian in Eq. (31) can
be performed in an ion trap.










for large values of squeezing parameter r and where  =
jje
i
, " = re
2i
and
j; "i  S(")D()j0i (33)
is a squeezed coherent state. Thus the squeezed coherent







5Without loss of generality we can set  = 0 in which
case the eigenstates of the displacement operator are
simply the position eigenstates. It is then not hard to
show that for small xed m, G  1   p, which leads to
p
0
 p. Thus applying the phase estimation algorithm
to squeezed displaced states does not produce improved
eigenstates of the displacement operator.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the phase estimation algorithm
can be used to generate eigenstates of the number oper-
ator, even when we severely limit the size of the index
system. It would be interesting to see if an analogous
implementation could be performed using cavity QED,
allowing generation of photon number states with only
small numbers of trapped atoms. We have also shown
that the algorithm's performance depends on the relation
between the approximate eigenstate and the spectrum of
the operator. We can gauge the algorithm's performance
by calculating a parameter G.
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